Attention

Please read the rules before you use our facilities

• Before you access the facilities, please enter the required details in the register. **Entering fictitious details is an offence.**

• USB devices / CD’s Not allowed Inside. For accessing them, contact desk.

• **Viewing PORNOGRAPHY in public place is a legal offence.**
Anyone caught viewing offensive websites will be personally responsible for the consequences and not the owner of the cyber café.

• **You are not permitted to save data on the computer hard disk beyond your access session.**
We are not responsible for your data. Kindly delete it before you log out.

• You are responsible for all the communications you send. **Pranksters beware! Your mail can be traced back.**

• You are not permitted to install any software program/ devices without our permission.

• Patrons are responsible for any downloads/ transfer / saving of file. Use of copyright material without prior permission from the owner is an offence.

• Kindly intimate the desk well before your time gets over, for printouts or copying documents / your files on to a floppy / device.

• Your activity should not disturb other patrons, Help us keep the premises clean

• We reserve the right to restrict entry in our premises. Patrons can be asked to leave the premises at the discretion of the attendant without giving any prior reason.

**ANYONE VIOLATING RULES WILL BE ASKED TO LEAVE IMMEDIATELY**

The guidelines are for your benefit, **WE SEEK YOUR KIND CO-OPERATION**

Order-